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This stock rack has a 3/4" square tubing frame and ½" rails and is a light 
weight rack, yet strong enough for your toughest rams and bucks.  For 
easy assembly it is made in 4 pin together section or as one welded unit. 
 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE  
 Gate style, slide shown or single swing (included in price) 
 Also available with a 1” x 1½" frame and 3/4” rails. (extra charge) 
 Rack top (shown has extra charge) 
 Inside swing divider, latches across the rack to create two separate  
      areas or latches fully open (extra charge) 

STARTING FROM THE TOP LEFT 
Panel Union Tree & 3 pins $25 
U Pin $  9 

Pin $ 5 

Wall Bracket with pin $20 

Wheels for Feeders & Stand $78 

Feed Bucket for Goat Stand $10 

Stock Racks 

Miscellaneous 

   RACK    WITH TOP 

40” W x 6’ L   $480      $590 
4’ W x 6’ L   $495      $610 
4’ W x 8’ L   $550      $660 

         RACK      WITH TOP 
Under 40” W x 6’ L       $380 $450 

OPTION 
Swing Divider Panel     $  105 

http://www.shaulsmfg.com
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Wool  Sack  Stand 

 

$195.00 wt. 100 lb. 

 Shorter height makes it safer. 
 Breaks into 2 easy to assemble 

pieces for easy transportation.  
 Quality 1¼” sq. tubing. 
 Heavy duty 1½” X 1½” angle  
     iron supports the sack sides. 

Fleece Skirting  Table 

 

$650.00 wt. 75 

The two piece 6’ table top and base is easily stored & transported. Steel tubing & ex-
panded metal means it will last you a life time.  A powder coated top makes a “slick” 
surface! It stands 40” T so it’s easy on your back.  It’s a lazy-suzan, so just pull a bar 
stool up & sit while skirting and turn the table  when you need. 
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Flushing—Laproscopic Table 

 

$595.00 wt. 65 lb. 

For artificial insemination & embryo 
transfer.  Table has adjustable leg 
restraints, two locking wheels and 
two pivoting.  Easy and efficient to 
use.  Unit breaks down to make 
transportation simple. 

3 - Stall Creeping System 

 

$735.00 

System is 40” tall by 4’ deep and 7’ wide overall.  
Each pen is 4’ deep and 27” wide with walk thru 
gate.  Great for finishing off project or show kids 
and lambs.   
(16” hanging feeders sold separately for $95 each.) 
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Scale  Box or Surround 
Scale is NOT included 

Scale boxes or surrounds are custom built.  The left Surround is designed for a sack 
scale and has lift gates.  On the right is a Surround for a digital scale with swing gates.  
Either solid sides as shown or railed sides are available. 
 

Surround on right  
$590.00 with solid sides   $550.00 with railed sides 
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